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2 The Ancient World

2.15 Review

ID:c0002-ti0010

2.15.1 Key

ID:c0002-ti0015

knowledge summary
2.2Examining

ID:c0002-ti0020

the evidence
• For

ID:c0002-p0005

Old Stone Age societies our main primary source evidence comes from tools, weapons and cave
paintings.

• For

ID:c0002-p0010

New Stone Age, Bronze Age and Iron Age societies we have much more evidence, especially from
societies that used writing.

2.3Out

ID:c0002-ti0025

of Africa
• All

ID:c0002-p0015

modern humans descended from people in Africa, some of whom migrated into other parts of the
world from around 100 000 years ago.

• Other

ID:c0002-p0020

human species also migrated from Africa but became extinct by about 30 000 years ago.
• Old

ID:c0002-p0025

Stone Age peoples were hunter-gatherers.

2.4A

ID:c0002-ti0030

changing Paleolithic world
• Humans

ID:c0002-p0030

adapted to survive the conditions of the last Ice Age.
• Global

ID:c0002-p0035

warming from around 12 000 BC created conditions in which humans in some places could
move towards the New Stone Age.

2.5An

ID:c0002-ti0035

amazing journey
• Lower

ID:c0002-p0040

sea levels during the last Ice Age shortened the distance between Asia and Australia.
• The

ID:c0002-p0045

ancestors of Australia’s Indigenous peoples arrived by sea at least 50 000 years ago.

2.6The

ID:c0002-ti0040

Mesolithic Age
• The

ID:c0002-p0050

Mesolithic Age was a step between the Old Stone Age and New Stone Age.
• Mesolithic

ID:c0002-p0055

sites in Europe provide evidence for this brief period.

2.7The

ID:c0002-ti0045

New Stone Age
• People

ID:c0002-p0060

in some places became farmers and herders and lived in permanent villages.
• These

ID:c0002-p0065

changes led to significant inventions, including writing, mathematics, money and specialisation
of occupations.

2.8Cities

ID:c0002-ti0050

, laws, government
• Sumer

ID:c0002-p0070

is regarded as the first civilisation.
• The

ID:c0002-p0075

change to more complex societies led to the rise of powerful rulers, laws and increased trade.

2.9Society

ID:c0002-ti0055

and culture
• Civilisation

ID:c0002-p0080

increased differences between social classes and in wealth and power.
• Organised

ID:c0002-p0085

religions became a feature of civilisations.

2.10Civilisations

ID:c0002-ti0060

and empires in North Africa, western Asia and Europe
• Significant

ID:c0002-p0090

ancient empires were founded by Egyptians, Akkadians, Elamites, Babylonians, Hittites,
Assyrias, Persians and Romans.

• Empires

ID:c0002-p0095

rose and fell through destructive wars.
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2.11Civilisations

ID:c0002-ti0065

in South and East Asia
• The

ID:c0002-p0100

first Chinese dynasty for which we have evidence is the Shang dynasty.
• China

ID:c0002-p0105

became an empire under the Qin dynasty.
• The

ID:c0002-p0110

first Indian civilisation was in the Indus Valley.

2.12Ancient

ID:c0002-ti0070

American civilisations
• Humans

ID:c0002-p0115

reached the Americas by crossing a land bridge from Asia.
• The

ID:c0002-p0120

earliest evidence of farming in the Americas has been dated to 2700 BCE.
• The

ID:c0002-p0125

earliest American civilisation was the Olmec.

2.13The

ID:c0002-ti0075

ancient birth of modern religions and philosophies
• Hinduism

ID:c0002-p0130

, Buddhism and Confucianism originated in Asia.
• Judaism

ID:c0002-p0135

, Christianity and Islam originated in the Middle East.
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c. 3500 BCE

Writing is first used in 

Sumer, western Asia.

c. 1200 BCE

Olmec civilisation 

flourishes in Mexico.

c. 221 BCE

China becomes an empire.

476 CE

The Roman Empire falls.

c. 3000 BCE

 Cities are built and the 

first empires rise in 

western Asia.

c. 1400 BCE

Ancient Greek 

civilisation begins.

c. 2500 BCE

 Cities are built on the

Indian subcontinent.

c. 750 BCE

Rome is founded.

c. 180 CE

The Roman Empire 

reaches its

greatest extent.

625 CE

Islam is established in 

Arabia.
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c. 75 000

Humans spread through Asia.

c. 60 000

Humans migrate to New

Guinea and Australia.

c. 40 000

Humans begin to spread

through Europe

c. 33 000

Humans move into Tasmania

when sea levels are low.

c. 200 000–130 000

The earliest true

humans

(Homo sapiens)

appear in Africa.

c. 36 000

Humans reach

southern Australia.

c. 30 000

Homo neanderthalensis

(Neanderthal Man)

becomes extinct.

Early cave paintings

are created in

France and Spain.

Rock engravings are

made on 

Cape York Peninsula

c. 30 000–10 000

Humans colonise the

Americas.

c. 8000

The world’s earliest

returning boomerangs

are used in

South Australia.

c. 21 000

The world’s earliest

ground-edge, grooved axes are

made in Arnhem Land.

c. 20 000 

The last Ice Age reaches its peak.

c. 12 000

The Middle Stone Age

begins in Europe.

c. 9000 BCE

Herding and farming

begin in western Asia.

c. 6000 BCE

Farming begins to spread

into North Africa, other parts

of Asia and Europe.

c. 3100 BCE

Egypt becomes a united kingdom.

c. 2500 BCE

Minoan civilisation begins on the

Mediterranean island of Crete.
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2.15.2 Reflection

ID:c0002-ti0080

Complete

ID:c0002-p0140

the following to reflect on your learning.

2.15ACTIVITIES

ID:c0002-ti0085

1. <Content

ID:c0002-p0145

to come> <Please leave one line of space>
2. <Content

ID:c0002-p0150

to come> <Please leave one line of space>
3. <Content

ID:c0002-p0155

to come> <Please leave one line of space>
4. Content

ID:c0002-p0160

to come> <Please leave one line of space>

Digital

ID:c0002-p0165

documentsWorksheet 7.x Reflection (doc-xxxx)

Digital

ID:c0002-p0170

documentsWorksheet 7.x Crossword (doc-xxxx)

Interactivities

ID:c0002-p0175

The ancient past before farming timeline (int-2934)

Interactivities

ID:c0002-p0180

The ancient past since farming timeline (int-2935)

Interactivities

ID:c0002-p0185

Crossword (int-xxxx)

Key terms
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GLOSSARY
hunter

ID:c0002-p0190

-gatherers people who live by hunting animals and gathering plants
nomadic

ID:c0002-p0195

moving about from place to place
flint

ID:c0002-p0200

a very hard stone, useful for tools and for making sparks to start fires
species

ID:c0002-p0205

a group or classification of living things
fossils

ID:c0002-p0210

remains of plants or animals found in rocks
palaeontologist

ID:c0002-p0215

a scientist who studies fossils
genetics

ID:c0002-p0220

study of heredity
extinct

ID:c0002-p0225

died out
Paleolithic

ID:c0002-p0230

of the Old Stone Age
Pleistocene

ID:c0002-p0235

Epoch the glacial period before the Holocene Epoch
Ice

ID:c0002-p0240

Ages long periods during which glaciers covered much of the northern hemisphere
mammoth

ID:c0002-p0245

a large extinct mammal like a modern elephant but with larger tusks and woolly fur to keep it warm
Holocene

ID:c0002-p0250

Epoch the past 10 000 years
fauna

ID:c0002-p0255

animals
anthropoid

ID:c0002-p0260

human-like
agriculture

ID:c0002-p0265

farming and herding animals
Fertile

ID:c0002-p0270

Crescent the area now roughly covered by Israel/Palestine, Lebanon, Jordan, Syria, south-east Turkey
and Iraq

marshlands

ID:c0002-p0275

low-lying land that is usually boggy and often flooded
microliths

ID:c0002-p0280

small stone artefacts
Neolithic

ID:c0002-p0285

Revolution the beginning of the New Stone Age
bitumen

ID:c0002-p0290

tar, as used on modern road surfaces
colonies

ID:c0002-p0295

countries or regions taken over and controlled by another state
Ensi

ID:c0002-p0300

ruler of any Sumerian city-state
villein

ID:c0002-p0305

a poor farmer who worked the land of a big landowner and had fewer rights
scribe

ID:c0002-p0310

citizen who could read and write and was trained to keep records
dynasty

ID:c0002-p0315

a line of rulers from the same family, and the period during which they ruled
tribute

ID:c0002-p0320

riches given by a state to acknowledge submission to another state or ruler
subcontinent

ID:c0002-p0325

large section of a continent (e.g. the Indian subcontinent)
philosophy

ID:c0002-p0330

study of the causes and meanings of things
reincarnation

ID:c0002-p0335

the process of being reborn over and over again in another human or animal body
meditation

ID:c0002-p0340

exercising the mind through contemplation
eternal

ID:c0002-p0345

life living forever
crucified

ID:c0002-p0350

killed by crucifixion, an ancient form of execution in which the victim was tied or nailed to a pole or (as
was Jesus) a cross and left to die slowly in agony

prophet

ID:c0002-p0355

a revealer or interpreter of God’s will
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